
Hello everyone,

How are you? More specifically, where are you on Sue's Stress Scale?  SSS ™ !
I've never been a Delicate Cupcake, even under non pandemic conditions. Today I'm on the cusp  between
Giant KitKats and Diabetogenic Donuts. While remaining at high risk of rapid progression to a full blown
M&M Meltdown. Right Dr K.H?  
Suffice it to say that in our house a packet of Tim Tams has a very short life expectancy!

With irregular schedules, financial uncertainty, working from home or being off due to Covid isolation it's
not surprising that many of us may be drinking more than usual. 20% of Canadians who drink alcohol are
now drinking daily and women often exceed the low risk guidelines. 
Note to self - Quarantini-ing through a long winter is definitely not a strategy and probably not even a verb! 

My current husband tells me I'm annoyingly repetitive, but I'm going to say this again & again & AGAIN.
If you or your family are struggling with alcohol or any issue please call 1-877-767 4637 for confidential,
professional support.
I've included "The Antidote" below because it's funny/not funny and is a great example of editing ourselves.
We all need people around us who can read and respond to the original without judgement.
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Finally here's a little game from Twitter.
Your new name is your current state & what you last ate!

Thank you so much for reading,

All good things,
Sue/Shattered Cracker  (Wannabe CalmCupcake!)

perfect at this, i am not. but persistent, i am.
Roshi Joan Halifax           

I cannot tolerate messages about resilience ot toughness right now.
I don't need mindfulness tips.
I'm not fine, as none of us are, and I'm not short on gratitude either.
I feel deeply normal right now. Not a superhero, not virtuous, not exceptional.
Just a normal human ... humaning normally and am not going to pretend otherwise.

Dr Esther Choo ER physician


